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Chapter 15 – Electronic Mail 

Security

Despite the refusal of VADM Poindexter and LtCol North to 
appear, the Board's access to other sources of 
information filled much of this gap. The FBI provided 
documents taken from the files of the National Security 
Advisor and relevant NSC staff members, including 
messages from the PROF system between VADM 
Poindexter and LtCol North. The PROF messages were 
conversations by computer, written at the time events 
occurred and presumed by the writers to be protected 
from disclosure. In this sense, they provide a first-hand, 
contemporaneous account of events.

—The Tower Commission Report to President 
Reagan on the Iran-Contra Affair, 1987



Email Security Enhancements

• confidentiality

– protection from disclosure

• authentication

– of sender of message

• message integrity

– protection from modification 

• non-repudiation of origin

– protection from denial by sender



Pretty Good Privacy (PGP)

• widely used de facto secure email

• developed by Phil Zimmermann

• selected best available crypto algs to use

• integrated into a single program

• available on Unix, PC, Macintosh and 

Amiga systems 

• originally free, now have commercial 

versions available also



PGP Operation – Authentication

1. sender creates a message

2. SHA-1 used to generate 160-bit hash code of 
message

3. hash code is encrypted with RSA using the 
sender's private key, and result is attached to 
message

4. receiver uses RSA with sender's public key to 
decrypt and recover hash code

5. receiver generates new hash code for message 
and compares with decrypted hash code, if 
match, message is accepted as authentic



PGP Operation – Confidentiality

1. sender generates message and random 128-bit 
number to be used as session key for this 
message only

2. message is encrypted, using CAST-128 / 
IDEA/3DES with session key

3. session key is encrypted using RSA with 
recipient's public key, then attached to message

4. receiver uses RSA with its private key to 
decrypt and recover session key

5. session key is used to decrypt message



PGP Operation – Confidentiality & 

Authentication 

• uses both services on same message

– create signature & attach to message

– encrypt both message & signature

– attach RSA encrypted session key



PGP Operation – Compression

• by default PGP compresses message 

after signing but before encrypting

• uses ZIP compression algorithm



PGP Session Keys

• need a session key for each message

– of varying sizes: 56-bit DES, 128-bit CAST or 

IDEA, 168-bit Triple-DES

• uses random inputs taken from previous 

uses and from keystroke timing of user



PGP Key Rings

• each PGP user has a pair of keyrings:

– public-key ring contains all the public-keys of 

other PGP users known to this user, indexed 

by key ID

– private-key ring contains the public/private 

key pair(s) for this user, indexed by key ID & 

encrypted keyed from a hashed passphrase



PGP Key Management

• rather than relying on certificate authorities

• in PGP every user is own CA

– can sign keys for users they know directly

• forms a “web of trust”



S/MIME (Secure/Multipurpose 

Internet Mail Extensions)

• security enhancement to MIME email

– original Internet RFC822 email was text only

– MIME provided support for varying content 

types and multi-part messages

• Image, video,  audio, PS, octet-stream

– S/MIME added security enhancements

• have S/MIME support in various modern 

mail agents: MS Outlook, Netscape etc



S/MIME Functions

• enveloped data

– encrypted content and associated keys

• signed data

– encoded message + signed digest

• clear-signed data

– cleartext message + encoded signed digest

• signed & enveloped data

– nesting of signed & encrypted entities



S/MIME Cryptographic Algorithms

• hash functions: SHA-1 & MD5

• digital signatures: DSS & RSA

• session key encryption: D-H & RSA

• message encryption: Triple-DES, RC2/40 
and others

• have a procedure to decide which 
algorithms to use

– According to the capability of the receiving 
agent



Summary

• have considered:

– secure email

– PGP

– S/MIME



Chapter 16 – IP Security

If a secret piece of news is divulged by a spy 

before the time is ripe, he must be put to 

death, together with the man to whom the 

secret was told.

—The Art of War, Sun Tzu



IP Security

• have considered some application specific 

security mechanisms

– eg. S/MIME, PGP, Kerberos, SSL/HTTPS

• however there are security concerns that 

cut across protocol layers

– would like security implemented by the 

network for all applications



IPSec Uses



IPSec

• general IP Security mechanisms

• provides

– authentication

– confidentiality

– key management

• applicable to use over LANs, across public 

& private WANs, & for the Internet



Benefits of IPSec

• in a firewall/router provides strong security 

to all traffic crossing the perimeter

• is resistant to bypass

• is below transport layer, hence transparent 

to applications

• can be transparent to end users



IP Security Architecture

• specification is quite complex

• defined in numerous RFC’s

– incl. RFC 2401/2402/2406/2408

– many others, grouped by category

• mandatory in IPv6, optional in IPv4



IPSec Protocols

• Authentication Header (AH)

– Authentication

• Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP)

– Confidentiality only

– OR both



Security Associations

• a one-way relationship between sender & 
receiver that affords security for traffic flow

• defined by 3 parameters:

– Security Parameters Index (SPI)

– IP Destination Address

– Security Protocol Identifier (AH or ESP?)

• has a number of other parameters

– seq no, AH & EH info, lifetime etc

• have a database of Security Associations



Authentication Header



Authentication Header (AH)

• provides support for data integrity & 

authentication of IP packets

– end system/router can authenticate user/app

– prevents replay attack by tracking sequence 

numbers

• based on use of a MAC

– HMAC-MD5-96 or HMAC-SHA-1-96

• parties must share a secret key



Transport & Tunnel Modes



Encapsulating Security Payload 

(ESP)

• provides message content confidentiality

• can optionally provide the same 

authentication services as AH

• supports range of ciphers, modes, padding

– incl. DES, Triple-DES, RC5, IDEA, CAST etc

– CBC most common



Encapsulating Security Payload



Transport vs Tunnel Mode ESP

• transport mode is used to encrypt & 

optionally authenticate IP data

– data protected but header left in clear

– can do traffic analysis but is efficient

– good for ESP host to host traffic

• tunnel mode encrypts entire IP packet

– add new header for next hop

– good for VPNs, gateway to gateway security



Combining Security Associations

• SA’s can implement either AH or ESP

• to implement both need to combine SA’s

– form a security bundle



Combining Security Associations



Summary

• have considered:

– IPSec security framework

– AH

– ESP


